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Teacher/Therapist Name - Mathew Dischler 
 

 

Program1: “WH” Questions 

Direction :  Ask student, “What room do you bathe in?” 

Student Response:  Student will receptively or expressively answer the question. 

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:  When a student is answering receptively, have a picture of the room in a field of 3 with two other rooms. Have 
the student answer by touching or handing the correct picture to you. If the student physically walks to the room this will 
suffice as correct. 
Comments:  
 

Program 2: Activities of Daily Living- Towel Folding 

Direction :  “Fold the towels” 

Student Response:  Student follows all steps to fold towels. 

 
Date      
1. Lays towel flat      
2. Folds in half- 
matching edges 

     

3. Folds in half a 
second time- 
matching edges 

     

4. Places towel in 
designated area 
neatly 

     

5. Continues for all 
towels 

     

 
Comments:  
 
Program 3: Activities of Daily Living- Wiping a table 

Direction :  “Wipe the floor” 

Student Response:  Student will wipe the designated floor area 

 
Date      
1. Get spray bottle      
2.  Get paper towel       
3. Spray floor      
4. Wipe floor      
5. Throw paper 
towel away 

     

6. Put spray bottle 
away 
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Teacher/Therapist Name - Mathew Dischler 
 

Program 4: Communication Skills 

Direction :  “Hi”/varies 

Student Response:  Student responds to greetings appropriately  

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:  
 

Program 5: Labeling objects- 5 objects in Kitchen 

Direction:  “What is it?” or “Get the (item)/Touch the (item)?” with multiple items in view 

Student Response:  Student will label item or indicate the correct item  

Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  Use items the student has prior knowledge of e.g. spoon, knife, fork, napkin, cup, plate, refrigerator,  
 
 
Program 6: Gaining Attention 

Direction: None/ varies 

Student Response:  Student will gain attention appropriately as needed 

 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  says “(Name)” or taps to gain attention 
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Teacher/Therapist Name - Mathew Dischler 
  

Program 7: Waiting for requests to be granted 

Direction :  After the student has requested an item or activity, wait a minimum of 5 seconds before granting access to the 

item or activity 

Student Response:  The student will wait appropriately before request is granted 

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:  
 

Program 8: Following Directions 

Direction :  Varies depending on direction 

Student Response:  The student will complete known activity/direction 

Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  For example “Come here.”, “Turn the light on/off”, “Get the (known item)”, “Give this to (name)”, etc 
 


